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Purpose: To assess the 12 month outcomes of intravitreal faricimab (IVF) in treatment-resistant diabetic macular edema (DME) 
recalcitrant to intravitreal aflibercept (IVA).
Methods: This study was undertaken as a retrospective interventional case series of DME subjects receiving care at a single private 
practice facility. Subjects at baseline had undergone ≥8 IVA injections over the previous 12 months, ≥4 IVA injections over the 
previous 6 months, had an optical coherence tomography (OCT)-measured central macular thickness (CMT) of ≥320 microns, and had 
observable edema on OCT. The baseline visit for this study’s purpose was considered the examination in which the subject was 
changed from IVA to IVF. Subjects were managed with a treat-and-extend (TAE) protocol and followed over 12 months from baseline.
Results: A total of 51 eyes of 51 subjects were analyzed. There were 39.2% (20/51) of patients who reached a treatment interval of ≥8 
weeks and had a fluid-free macula on OCT at 12 months. The CMT on OCT of the patient population reduced from 400.2 (385.3– 
415.3) microns at baseline to 340.6 (324.3–356.9) microns at 12 months (p<0.01). There were 21.6% (11/51) of patients who improved 
≥3 lines of Snellen visual acuity at 12 months. The visual acuity of the overall study population improved from 0.60 (0.54–0.66) 
logMAR (Snellen 20/80) at baseline to 0.47 (0.41–0.53) logMAR (Snellen 20/59) at 12 months (p<0.01).
Conclusion: A longer treatment interval and improved functional and anatomical outcomes at 12 months may be attained in 
a clinically significant minority of aflibercept-resistant DME patients after changing to IVF when a TAE protocol is employed. 
Specialists may consider IVF whenever resistance to IVA is experienced in this patient population.
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Introduction
Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibition is the standard-of-care management strategy for diabetic macular 
edema (DME).1,2 However, the need for frequent treatments and insufficient response continue to encumber a certain subset 
of patients with DME. About 20% of patients with DME have persistent macular fluid on optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) despite monthly anti-VEGF treatments over a period of 36 months.3 As a result, targeted therapies to other mediators 
involved in angiogenesis and leakage of the retinal vasculature besides VEGF have recently been developed.

Faricimab (Roche/Genentech; Basel, Switzerland) is a targeted antibody therapy that binds with high affinity both to 
VEGF-A and Angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2). Faricimab gained Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for the 
indication of DME in early 2022 based on the results of the key clinical trials, YOSEMITE and RHINE.4 Subjects 
treated with intravitreal faricimab (IVF) demonstrated non-inferior functional outcomes at a fixed treatment interval of 8 
weeks or according to a personalized treat-and-extend (TAE) protocol compared to subjects who were treated with 
intravitreal aflibercept (Eylea/Regeneron; NY, USA) (IVA) at a fixed 8 week treatment interval.4 However, a noteworthy 
limitation in the design of YOSEMITE and RHINE is that these trials did not permit subjects randomized to treatment 
with IVA to extend past an 8-week treatment interval irrespective of the subject’s clinical course, while subjects 
randomized to treatment with IVF were permitted to follow a prespecified TAE schedule. As a result, subjects who 
underwent IVF at an interval of ≥12 weeks could not be compared to subjects who underwent IVA at an interval of ≥12 
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weeks. Additionally the results of YOSEMITE and RHINE may only be applied to treatment-naïve subjects with DME 
and are not generalizable to the overall population with DME since subjects formerly treated with other anti-VEGF 
medications were specifically excluded. The short-term (4 month) outcomes of switching subjects with DME from IVA 
to IVF when treatment-recalcitrance was encountered has been previously reported by the author.5 The author in this 
study reports the 12-month outcomes in this same aflibercept-resistant DME population using a TAE protocol in a real- 
world setting.

Methods
This retrospective case series was administered according to the principles of the Helsinki Declaration and was compliant 
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. Research approval was acquired from the 
Panhandle Eye Group Institutional Review Board (IORG0009239; IRB00011013-13). The requirement for informed 
consent was waived because the patient information was collected retrospectively and all identifying patient data was 
omitted. The research was taken from patients receiving treatment at a single private practice facility in Amarillo, TX 
from February 2022 until June 2023.

Table 1 exhibits the study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria. The baseline evaluation for the purpose of this research 
project was the appointment in which the change from IVA to IVF was made. The TAE protocol employed in this study 
has been previously reported by the authors5 and similar protocols have been widely adopted by other specialists for the 
management of DME.6,7 In short, patients at baseline received a loading dose of IVF consisting of monthly (28–34 days) 
treatments for a minimum of three injections. After the effect of the third injection of IVF was assessed, patients would 
be extended if all identifiable retinal edema on central subfoveal OCT cross-sectional view was resolved. IVF injections 
continued monthly until the resolution of the edema on OCT was confirmed; patients continued on monthly injections 
indefinitely if the edema was unable to be cleared. Following the resolution of the retinal fluid on OCT, the interval of 
treatment was extended out at intervals of 1–2 weeks until the edema on OCT recurred and the treatment interval would 
then be adjusted accordingly in order to obtain a fluid-free retina again. The Heidelberg Spectralis system (Heidelberg 
Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany) was the OCT platform utilized during the study. Baseline and 12 month follow-up 
OCT images were evaluated by two masked retina specialists for the appearance of intraretinal and/or subretinal edema. 

Table 1 Faricimab for Aflibercept-Resistant Diabetic Macular Edema. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion Exclusion

The patient was receiving active treatment for the 

underlying diagnosis of DME

Documented follow up of 12 months after changing from IVA to IVF was not present

A TAE protocol was being employed The patient had previously undergone an ocular procedure other than anti-VEGF 
treatment within 6 months of baseline or during the research interval (ie, cataract 

surgery, glaucoma filtration surgery, pars plana vitrectomy, etc.)

The patient received ≥8 IVA injections during the 

previous 12 months

The patient had an underlying condition considered by the examining specialist to be 

responsible for a reduction of ≥2 Snellen lines of acuity not related to the diagnosis of 

DME (ie, macular degeneration, cataract, glaucoma, etc.)

The patient received ≥4 IVA injections during the 

previous 6 months

The patient was lost from intended/scheduled follow-up for a period of ≥4 weeks during 

the 12 month study period

CMT on OCT was ≥320 microns with identifiable 

intraretinal edema on cross-sectional view

Snellen visual acuity ranged from 20/25 to 20/200

The patient remained solely on IVF during the 12 

month study period

Abbreviations: DME, diabetic edema; TAE, treat-and-extend; IVA, intravitreal aflibercept; IVF, intravitreal faricimab; CMT, central macular thickness; OCT, optical 
coherence tomography; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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If and when a disagreement arose between OCT reviewers, a third masked retina specialist made the final determination. 
If both eyes of the same patient met the study’s inclusion/exclusion criteria, simple randomization (a random number 
generating program) selected which eye would be included in the analysis.

Principal Outcomes and Statistical Analysis
The primary outcome of the study was the percentage of patients who reached a treatment interval of ≥8 weeks and 
maintained a fluid-free macula on OCT at the study’s end (12 months). The secondary outcome was the percentage of 
patients who improved ≥3 lines of Snellen visual acuity at the study’s end (12 months). The JMP 17 (SAS Institute; 
USA) software was utilized to perform the statistical analysis. Snellen visual acuity was changed into logMAR for 
analysis of the data. Statistical significance was measured at the alpha level of <0.05.

Results
A total of 51 eyes of 51 subjects were included in the study’s analysis. The agreement rate was 92.2% (47/51) between 
the two OCT reviewers. The baseline characteristics of the research population have been presented in Table 2.

There were 39.2% (20/51) of patients who reached a treatment interval of ≥8 weeks and had a fluid-free macula on 
OCT at 12 months. There were 11.8% (6/51) of patients at a 12 week treatment interval, 39.2% (20/51) of patients at 
a treatment interval between 5–7 weeks, and 21.6% (11/51) of subjects still at a 4 week treatment interval at the study’s 
end (12 months). Of the 11 subjects still at a 4 week treatment interval at 12 months, only 18.2% (2/11) had a fluid-free 
macula on OCT. The average treatment interval at the study’s end was 6.9 (6.1–7.6) weeks. The CMT on OCT of the 
patient population reduced from 400.2 (385.3–415.3) microns at baseline to 340.6 (324.3–356.9) microns at 12 months 
(p<0.01). Figure 1 exhibits the CMT on OCT distributions from baseline to 4 months to 12 months. As exhibited, the 
mean 4 month CMT on OCT was similar to the 12 month value and significantly reduced compared to baseline. When the 
CMT on OCT reduced by ≥50 microns after the first three injections of IVF, 82.4% (14/17) of patients achieved 
a treatment interval of ≥8 weeks and had a fluid-free macula on OCT at 12 months.

There were 21.6% (11/51) of patients who improved ≥3 lines of Snellen visual acuity at 12 months. Of the 11 patients 
who improved ≥3 lines of Snellen visual acuity at 12 months, 90.1% (10/11) of patients were able to maintain a treatment 
interval ≥8 weeks and have a fluid-free macula on OCT at 12 months. Of the 11 subjects who improved ≥3 lines of 
Snellen visual acuity at 12 months, 72.3% (8/11) of patients achieved the improvement of the ≥3 lines of Snellen visual 
acuity after the first three injections of IVF. The visual acuity of the overall study population improved from 0.60 (0.54– 
0.66) logMAR (Snellen 20/80) at baseline to 0.47 (0.41–0.53) logMAR (Snellen 20/59) at 12 months (p<0.01). Figure 2 
exhibits the research population’s visual acuity from baseline to 4 months to 12 months. As exhibited, the mean 4 month 

Table 2 Faricimab for Aflibercept-Resistant Diabetic Macular Edema. Baseline Characteristics of the Research 
Population. Means with (95% Confidence Intervals)

Baseline Feature Study Group
N=51

Age (years) 62.0 (59.2–64.8)

Gender Female = 26 (51.0%)
Male = 25 (49.0%)

Lens status Pseudophakic = 17 (33.3%)
Phakic = 34 (66.7%)

Number of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor Injections prior to the research period 13.7 (12.5–15.0)

Central macular thickness on optical coherence tomography (microns) 400.2 (385.3–415.3)

Visual acuity (logMAR) 0.60 (0.54–0.66)
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visual acuity was about half way between the baseline and 12 month values. A case example of a patient from the study 
population has been exhibited in Figure 3.

Discussion
Studies have reported an assortment of treatment schedules prior to considering a subject to be with recalcitrant DME, 
including three consecutive monthly anti-VEGF treatments,8 four successive anti-VEGF injections,9 or a minimum of six 
consecutive anti-VEGF treatments.10 However, a subset of patients with DME may need 6–12 months of continuous 
treatment in order to resolve the fluid on OCT11 so the author only included patients in this study who had undergone at 

Figure 1 Central macular thickness over time. The boxplot exhibits the median (line inside the box); interquartile range (the 25th percentile is the bottom of the box and 
the 75th percentile is the top of the box); minimum and maximum observations within 1.5x the interquartile range (upper and lower fences extending from the box); and 
outliers larger than 1.5x the interquartile range (the single dots).

Figure 2 LogMAR visual acuity over time. The boxplot exhibits the median (line inside the box); interquartile range (the 25th percentile is the bottom of the box and the 
75th percentile is the top of the box); and minimum and maximum observations within 1.5x the interquartile range (upper and lower fences extending from the box).
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least eight aflibercept injections over 12 months to make sure the patient with DME was truly recalcitrant to aflibercept 
treatment. Recurring anti-VEGF treatments over long time periods may produce immunoreactivity and tachyphylaxis 
with reduced therapeutic effect,12 and changing to another anti-VEGF medication may sometimes overcome this issue.13 

Aflibercept became a treatment option in patients with DME recalcitrant to other anti-VEGF agents since its coming to 
market more than a decade ago. Since then the benefits of aflibercept in this patient population has been well- 
established.14,15 However, little direction presently exists on how to proceed when aflibercept-resistance is observed. 
Unfortunately persistent DME despite monthly aflibercept injections has been reported to occur in 32% of patients at 24 
weeks and 44% of those same patients still on aflibercept after 24 months had persistent DME.16

To the awareness of the author, this is the first study to report 12 month outcomes in DME patients changed to 
faricimab secondary to aflibercept recalcitrance. Functional and anatomical responses were assessed by measuring visual 
acuity and CMT on OCT before and after switching to faricimab from aflibercept, and these assessments directly affected 
the interval of treatment per the TAE protocol utilized in this study. In the DME patients meeting the study’s primary 
outcome (approximately 40%), fewer treatments could be administered over 12 months without compromising the 
functional and/or anatomical outcomes of the patient. Of special note, the mean decrease in CMT on OCT was manifested 
by 4 months and remained stable throughout the study period of 12 months, whereas the mean improvement in visual 
acuity at 4 months was approximately half the value obtained at 12 months, suggesting visual acuity may gradually 
improve over 12 months in this study population. This study utilized a real-world TAE protocol typical to what most 
specialists who treat DME are familiar with, thereby allowing this study’s findings to be clinically meaningful to other 
physicians considering faricimab when aflibercept-recalcitrance is experienced.

It is now recognized that DME is driven both by the VEGF and angiopoietin-Tie2 pathways, including a synergistic 
interplay between such pathways.17 Activation of the Tie2 pathway results in a signaling sequence that promotes blood 
vessel stability and reduces inflammation and vascular permeability. Since faricimab is a bispecific monoclonal antibody 
that has different light chains in each fragment antigen-binding region with the possibility of binding two separate targets, 
it may simultaneously and independently neutralize VEGF and Ang-2, a hypothetical advantage over aflibercept and the 
other anti-VEGF agents presently available.18,19 While only about 40% of patients could be extended out to 8 weeks or 
beyond and just about 22% of patients improved ≥3 lines of Snellen visual acuity at 12 months, every patient included in 
this study had been receiving active treatment for ≥12 months and on average had received about 14 anti-VEGF 
injections prior to their switch to faricimab. Focusing on this point in particular, it may be inferred that the absence of 
a clinically meaningful treatment response in the majority of the patients following the switch to faricimab may be the 
result of enduring retinal damage and photoreceptor loss prior to the switch in anti-VEGF agents. Research in this patient 

Figure 3 A 57-year old male with diabetic macular edema and persistent intraretinal edema despite 10 aflibercept injections during the previous 12 months and a total of 25 
anti-vascular endothelial growth factor injections over the preceding years. The vertical line (green) in each image orients the reader to the same position in the macula 
between images. (A) The optical coherence tomography image at baseline demonstrates diffuse central intraretinal macular edema. The central macular thickness was 431 
microns and the Snellen visual acuity was 20/60. (B) The optical coherence tomography image of the same patient after switching from aflibercept to faricimab and receiving 
seven faricimab injections over 12 months. The central macular thickness decreased to 302 microns and the visual acuity improved to 20/30. The patient was able to be 
extended out to a 12 week treatment interval at the end of the study period.
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population does suggest that long-term visual outcomes are best when all residual retinal edema is resolved.20 Be this the 
situation, a shorter delay before changing to faricimab may have resulted in better outcomes in our aflibercept-resistant 
DME population. Nevertheless, in the 40% of aflibercept-resistant DME patients who were able to extend to 8 weeks or 
beyond between faricimab treatments utilizing the TAE protocol employed in this study, all relevant parties benefited: the 
patient (less physician visits and treatments), the physician (more time to care for other patients requiring treatment), and 
society (lower cost burden on the insurance system).

Limitations of this research include its retrospective design, its absence of a control group, and the application of 
Snellen visual acuity converted into logMAR units rather than ETDRS scoring. Strengths of this research comprise the 
moderately large patient numbers included considering faricimab’s newness, the study’s relatively long period of follow- 
up (12 months) considering faricimab’s newness, and the application of a TAE protocol familiar to most physicians who 
treat this patient population in a real-world environment. In close, a clinically meaningful minority of aflibercept-resistant 
DME patients who switch to faricimab may attain longer treatment intervals without compromising anatomical and/or 
visual outcomes after 12 months when a real-world TAE protocol is utilized. Additional studies are warranted to 
corroborate these findings.

Abbreviations
TAE, treat-and-extend; OCT, optical coherence tomography; VA, visual acuity; DME, diabetic macular edema; VEGF, 
vascular endothelial growth factor; CMT, central macular thickness.
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